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You know him as B-Rok, a front man for the Backstreet Boys. I know him as G.B., a special

nickname shared only between the two of us until Now. I am Brian Littrell's first love and highschool

sweetheart. Brian and I were best friends for four years. I was with the Backstreet Boys from the

beginning when they were just about to catch their shooting star. From signing their record deal to

touring across Europe, Brian and I were inseparable. I saw the ups and downs, and want to share

this amazing story with you. Have you ever wondered what it would be like to date one of the

Backstreet Boys? Are there questions you've always wanted to know the truth about? After the

lights go down, what are The Backstreet Boys really like? I want to share with you some personal

stories about the band, and some really fun, never before seen photos of Brian and The Backstreet

Boys. If it could happen to me, it could happen to you, and I want you to be prepared. I'm just a

normal girl who was the first love of one of The Backstreet Boys. If you're going to be the next

girlfriend or just want the hottest secrets about The Backstreet Boys, I think you'll enjoy this book.

You'll definitely feel closer to those boys you love. Have fun with it, and enjoy! Smiles, Samantha
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Dear BSB Fans: You know him as B-Rok of the BACKSTREET BOYS. I know him as G.B., a

special nickname shared only between the two of us until NOW. If you want to get closer to The



BACKSTREET BOYS here is your chance.  My name is Samantha Stonebraker. I am the first love

and high school sweetheart of Brian Littrell. I was by the BACKSTREET BOYS' side from the

beginning when they were just about to catch their shooting star. I was there as the Boys' career

blossomed. From their record deal, to touring across Europe, I was there to witness five small-town

boys become international superstars. Have you ever wondered what it would be like to date one of

the BACKSTREET BOYS? Are there questions out there you've always wanted to know the truth

about? After the lights go down, what are The BACKSTREET BOYS really like? I have the secrets

you're interested in: the insight, the exclusive stories, and never seen before photos of Brian and

The BACKSTREET BOYS. If you're looking for the hottest secrets about The BACKSTREET BOYS,

WHAT YOU WANNA KNOW is the book for you. Have fun with it, and enjoy! Smiles, Samantha

Samantha Stonebraker has worked in the entertainment industry for 11 years. She's appeared in

numerous videos, including the Backstreet Boys' "We've Got it Going On." While a member of the

Orlando Opera Company and All-State Chorus, Samantha met her future boyfriend, Brian Litrell.

Samantha recently graduated from the University of Central Florida. This is her first book.

I fine it to be very informative it show just how human they are they made mistake,they fell in

love,they broke up with their girlfriends, graduated from high school and had know control over their

work time. that makes a lot of sense to me because it tells me they where sometime push if they

where sick and know matter how much pressure they are under they will take it because they love

what they do also they love their fans.

not as good as expected but ok I guess

those secrets about BSB are very interesting.you can't miss it if you wanna the early life of BSB.

KTBSPA!!!

Aweful! I guess I'm just too old for the BSB. No, I still love their music but this chick is so full of

herself!

Well, where do i begin? At first I was against this book until I talked with the author. Samantha is not

out to tarnish the image of the Backstreet Boys, actually she gives them all the credit they deserve

in this book! It does not tell every detail of her relationship with Brian Littrell, but simply some



interesting things that happened while she traveled with the band and dated Brian. The only details

given about her relationship with Brian is some of the cute, sweet things he did for her like calling

and singing on her answering machine. Yes, Samantha does talk about some of the faults that the

Backstreet Boys have, and we should expect this because they are normal human beings like YOU!

Everyone makes mistakes! This book does not tell anything about the Backstreet Boys that wouldn't

happen to normal people, for example, she wrote about an argument that Brian and Kevin had one

night. No, the details of the argument were not given, but it was only said that it was pretty heated.

Samantha makes sure to have the reader think about his/her life by asking questions that would

relate to the actions of the Backstreet Boys. For example, she writes, "Imagine getting four of your

friends and spending every second together. Do you think you would ever fight? Probably-but you

would have a good time too, wouldn't you?."(pg46) Any faults described in this book are backed up

by the fact that everyone has these exact faults and NO ONE IS PERFECT! In writing this,

Samantha shows the fans of the Backstreet Boys that they are human beings just like each and

everyone of us! They shouldn't be viewed as these pop stars on pedastals above everyone else

because they aren't! The best part about the book was the way Samantha showed the love that the

Backstreet Boys have for their fans! She made it a point to make sure each and every person that

read this knew that the Boys loved every fan, and that they knew it was only because of the fans

that they are what they are today. As for why she wrote this book, you will have to read it and find

out, that is one of the questions she answers in it! Most people that hold views against this book

have been told that it is a "tell-all" about her relationship with Brian Littrell, but it is the exact

opposite. The reader learns a little bit about each band member. Nothing in this book changed my

view of the Backstreet Boys in a negative manner, but it did make me realize that they deal with

normal everyday things like me. The only image tarnishing Samantha does in this book is that of the

former management of the Backstreet Boys. Personally, I think they deserve it! From the book I

learned that some of the band members were forced to perform while extremely ill, and Samantha

herself was in extreme pain for almost a week because the Backstreet Boys' former management

would not allow her to be taken to the hospital! Simply an inside look at the life of the Backstreet

Boys, "What You Wanna Know" is a book that lets fans learn interesting facts about the band

members and what they are like off stage as well as on stage. Samantha also offers advice to

readers about break-ups with a boyfriend/girlfriend. She lets the reader know that their is life after a

break-up! This book had me laughing and crying, and I will probably read it again, and I will

definitely back Samantha up 100%!



I just hafta say that..if you're a fan of the BSB...you need to get this..book...from the start it was said

to have been a 'total tell all' well...sorry but that was wrong! ...this is just an insight into the life's of

one of the most popular group's the bsb.....it gives the reader a great insight on as to what the bsb

are about.......it's a great book..and it is so not a tell all.....it tell's about Samantha's relationship with

Brian her touring with them..and alot more stuff...it doesn't bad mouth Brian and or any other

member's of the bsb!...you should really get this boook..it's really exciting you'll want to finsih it the

day that it comes in i know that i did...but you realy should'nt judge someone just by the cover of

their book..sure she dated Brian Littrell......but after all they are just 5 average joe's....doing what the

love......just beacuse Brian and Samantha dated...that does not make her a bad person..and dont

judge her unless you know what really went on and to do that...you hafta read the book....well..i've

said my peace.....Sam!,..you know that i give you 5 stars!...girl you rock....and i believe in you!

I recently finished reading this book, and found it absolutely great! I learned a lot of cute things

about Brian and the rest of the BSB and their families. I recomend this book to anyone who is a

mature enough fan to realize that the BSB are human, and aren't perfect. For those of you trying to

get "dirt" on the guys, this is not the book for you. The author of this book is not the type of women

who is going to give out personal information that goes beyond the limits of intruding into other's

lives. She has every right to share her feelings and stories that she has from when she was involved

with Brian. I abosulety loved the pictures that were in the book, and I want to thank Sam for writing

this! It has given me a different perspective on the guys (specifically Brian) that I love so much. Im

glad I was mature enough to realize that he isnt perfect, and he has made some awful mistakes in

life, like any other person on earth. Thanks for reading my review, now go out and buy this

awesome book!

I love the book! I wasn't sure at first about the book. I was worried what a ex-girlfriend would say!

Then I heard more about Samantha! I read the book! I'm happy I did I could not put it down.I think

this book makes the Backstreet boys seem real and wonderful! This book makes me feel like they

deserve the fame that they have gotten. I loved the pictures! I also love how she wrote the the BIG

question that so many of us wanted to know, but also didn't want to know. You go Samantha!
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